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“People say that optimism doesn’t last, but neither is bathing. That’s why we
recommend it daily”.
-Adapted from Zig Ziglar
The path of life is not always smooth. The stepping-stones are not always close
together to allow easy steps. Sometimes they are missing. Sometimes they disappear
from beneath your feet. Failing in the past does not mean you are going to fail in
the future. In a world where material achievement is being equated to ‘success’,
many people give up, become very disappointed and demoralized when they fail to get
what they want. What these people fail to know is that, in the lives of all the world’s
greatest achievers, lay a path laden with many mistakes, setbacks, disappointments
and failures. But these stories are seldom told. Whilst we all have varying degrees
of talent, skills, desire, education, breeding, good network connections, and a host of
other important elements, the catalyst that keeps them working efficiently and YOU at
peak performance level is OPTIMISM. I am optimistic the national car manufacturer
and its vendors will survive the hard times.
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On behalf of PVA members and the vendor community
at large, I wish to congratulate Proton, its staff and
management, for working tirelessly and aggressively
with continued vigor and commitment to improve the
customers’ appeal of Proton’s products.

But, as we all know, quality bites from both ends, whether it is the OEM manufacturer
or vendors. Quality begins with the product’s design, engineering and material
specifications; supported by quality assurance activities at both OEM manufacturer
and vendors along the way; and backed by excellent after-sales services. There
will always be countless discussions on quality but the key success factor is the
commitment by all parties to ensure the existence of quality in their contributions in
the supply chain. After all, we need two hands to clap.
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engineering and manufacturing personnel to bring the
right products, at the right prices, to meet the expectations
and to be at the right place and time. Syabas!!! Proton.

In this issue, we interviewed En. Razif Ahmad, Director of Group Procurement,
PROTON Holdings Berhad who also sits on the committee as the PVA’s Advisor. He
spoke on the issues and challenges on quality, cost and delivery as well as the areas
of improvements that are needed from vendors. Dr Wan in his “What’s Up, Doc?”
column also touched on the vendors’ quality but from a different perspective.

We, at PVA, are proud to be part of this transformation
process and we will continue to provide our support to
ensure the success of Proton’s Recovery and Growth Plan.
We call on all members as well as non-members of PVA
that are involved in the supply of parts and components to
Proton to continue to give their full cooperation and positive
contributions to the success of our National Pride.

My heartiest congratulations are extended to the members of the newly elected PVA
committee; and especially to PVA President, Dr Wan Mohamed W.E. for remaining
at the helm. The newly elected PVA Committee members are profiled on page 5.
May we also spare a thought on the country’s best reflection of optimism realized
– 50 years of independence, growth and progress as a nation. Let us be optimistic in
our thinking that the spirit of hope, courage and conviction that have brought us thus
far continue to flourish, inspiring all of us to new level of achievement.
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“Selamat Menyambut
Hari Merdeka
Yang Ke-50.

Dr Wan Mohamed W.E. – President of PVA

The unveiling of the New Sedan to the vendor community
at Proton’s R&D Centre recently certainly brought
excitement and renewed optimism to all that were present.
The product was simply outstanding. Some even wanted
to book the car immediately. It was likened to a glass of
water in a parched desert.
Indeed, the unfolding of events in the recent months are
clear results of the transformation that have been taking
place in Proton. From the Iswara Sub-27 model to the
RM33,600 Savvy Lite right up to the New Sedan. We can
feel the unrelenting efforts put by Proton especially the

On the flip side, we were made to understand that there
are some minority vendors, PVA members as well as
non-members, who are still dragging their feet in their
performances in terms of quality, cost and delivery. The
actions or rather, the non-actions of these problematic
vendors have brought about a negative stigma to the
vendor community. The public would blame Proton and
all its vendors when the parts and components of the
car fails.
For these vendors, especially those who have been
continuously causing downtime and unable to supply quality
parts to Proton’s plants, PVA appeals to all of you to stop
giving or finding lame excuses for your inability to deliver.
Understand that your failure reflects poorly on yourself,
your organization and affects negatively to the vendors’
community, to Proton and to the nation as a whole.
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What’s Up, Doc ?

This appeal is intentionally direct
and might sound mean. But it
would be a failure on my part as the
President of PVA if I cannot be the
voice and express the frustrations
of the good majority of vendors.
They have been diligently delivering
parts and components and fulfilling
every aspect of the quality, cost
and delivery. Sometimes we have
to “be cruel in order to be kind”.
We cannot afford to continue
carrying the burden of a few
problematic vendors, while killing
the image and the reputation of
the vendors’ community and the
industry any longer.
This message is only intended for the genuine vendors
who want to wake up, change and set new goals to move
forward positively. My advice to the regular problematic
vendors is: “Swallow your pride and be realistic. If you are
no longer in shape, it’s better to move aside now and let
others including perceived rivals who have the capabilities,
to take over. A small percentage in a viable business is
certainly better than a hundred per cent (100%) ownership
of a crippling one.
I believe that mostly, if not all of us (vendors and Proton
alike) are facing a critical crossroad in our corporate
journey. Your choice in this matter however, is very
straight- forward – you can either take the path to oblivion
or the path of reformation.
The signs of better times are tangible…There is light at
the end of the tunnel. Therefore, we need to diligently relook at our operations through established programmes
like Jishuken, Kaizen, ICC, VA/VE, LEAN, 6 Sigma and
even Value Innovation activities so that we can all march
together with Proton when the days of glory return.
Product Life-Cycle Management (PLM)
In my opinion the product quality starts from the design
and executes throughout the development process and
eventually to right monitoring and control during mass
production processes. In this regard, the knowledge
and practice of Product Life Cycle Management (PLM)
is very important and critical to the success of the
product launch.
Quality begins with the implementation of the Product
Life Cycle Management principles. If the industry wants
to see improvements in the demand for Proton cars,
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the manufacturer has to concentrate on improving the
Product Life Cycle Management for their products. Focus
has to be made on market survey analysis to determine the
right product that will cater to market needs, right down
to design, engineering, manufacturing, quality assurance,
marketing and after sale services and overall services at
every point of the “seller and customer” value chain.
If the design, engineering and material specifications are
poor, then the parts and components produced will be
sub-standard and lacking in quality. Ultimately, Proton has
the final say to reject the parts and components if they do
not meet the requirements.
The full involvement of the vendors from the design stage
and systematic approach of joint verification (Proton
and vendors) of the parts/vehicle quality before the prelaunch stages will minimize the problems during the mass
production stage.
The QA at Proton must act and respond to resolve all
the customers’ complaints regardless how small and
unimportant they seem, rather than turning a deaf ear. If
they can do that, then the first part of the PLM management
principle will then be fulfilled. To offer what the market
needs, what better way than to ask what the market wants
and to respond to feedbacks from the consumers.
Besides product quality, service quality of Proton’s dealers
and service centers must also be of high level in order
to retain customers. We can frequently observe the
confusion and frustrations of owners and potential buyers
of Proton cars arising from having two marketers of the
model. For this reason, there have been calls for Proton
Edar and EON to merge in order to ensure a more focused
marketing strategies and plans.

Take the case of Savvy Lite. With significant cost reduction,
the OTR (on the road) price is the cheapest in its class
coupled with superior design handling. However, from the
forecast production volume over the next 6 months, the
response is dismal and does not commensurate with the
efforts of Proton’s manufacturing and parts vendors.

material accounts between 55 to 70 % of selling price for
plastic, rubber and thermoformed products, a company
with sales of, say RM50 million per year will lose from as low
as RM137,500 to as high as RM10.5 million per annum.
Companies in the latter group will not be competitive and
“die” as a consequence.

PVA believes that with the right and aggressive advertising
and promotions (A&P) programmes, the Savvy Lite
can and will be able to compete effectively and regain
significant market share for Proton in the domestic
market. The overseas market has also good potential
especially in emerging economies where price and fuel
efficiency are major factors in decision-makings to car
purchasers there.

The high COPQ has also been recorded whenever there
is a new model launch and the primary causes are due to
design problems and/or wrong choices of materials. This
is wasteful and results in poor bottom line performance.

There is still room for Proton to improve in its advertising
& promotions (A&P) programmes to boost sales of its
cars. Perceived quality problems must be addressed
NOW!! The public must know and believe that they are
getting excellent value from the products made by Proton.
The way forward is to get the right products to the right
people at the right time…wherever they are!!!
The launching of the I-Care Campaign by Proton is indeed
a positive move. But undeniably, much more A&P activities
are needed to be thought of and implemented. We
certainly hope that the renewed enthusiasm of Proton’s
service staff would chase away the ghosts of the past in
their system.
Cost of Poor Quality (COPQ)
QCD + E factors are four critical success factors. But why
it starts with Q (quality) and not C (cost) or D (delivery)?
This is because Quality contributes the greatest impact to
both business and operational efficiency.
The Cost of Poor Quality (COPQ) can range between as
low as 0.5% to a high 5.0%. Some companies (SMIDECMAJAICO_PVA_KVP Workshop. June 2007) reported
a reject rate of more than 30.0%. As the cost of raw

Besides the COPQ, vendors will also have penalty or
warranty claims for non-delivery or No Good (NG) parts.
This cost is, however, avoidable if one is to be vigilant
and follow the standard operating procedures strictly
as stipulated in the Quality Management System (QMS)
especially the ISO/TS16949 where no bad quality or NG
parts and components should be delivered to the Client.
Perhaps, in the most simplistic way, one may conclude
that the production of poor quality motor vehicles that are
sold to customers, are either due to inferior PLM and/or
systematic control and monitoring at both the vendors and
OEM. The latter, is commonly known as human errors or
incompetence.
Systematic Approach to Quality
Quality is not something, “today you do and tomorrow
you don’t”. There must be affirmative programs to fulfill
the need for continuous efforts to implement, monitor and
improve.
The Quality Management System (QMS) namely ISO/
TS16949 and ISO 9001 provide the platform to organize
the principles and guides with the objective of minimizing
the chances or variances in failures.
Regretfully, after all the encouragements and supports
provided by Proton and the Government, to-date only 60.0%
of vendors are accredited with these QMS qualifications
and utilize them as the improvement and management
tools. I believe we have been given enough time and it is the
right for Proton to say, “Enough, is enough.”
In conclusion, if we believe in doing the right things as well
as doing things right, let us join our hands as real business
partners with Proton, and take responsibilities to do what
it takes to realize our goal and commitment.
Let us practice “Cakap mesti bikin and bikin mesti betul”
in the true sense of the words and raise our self worth or
MARTABAT DIRI.
“Hidup Proton, Hidup Vendor Malaysia”.
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PVA Committee Profile

President
Dr. Wan Mohamed W.E
WSA Engineering S/B
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Committee Member
Mr. Thomas Lim

Committee Member
En. Azalan Omar

Proreka (M) S/B

Sanden Air-Conditioning (M) S/B

Dep. President
Mr. Tony Leow

Vice President
Dato’ Noor Azmi Jaafar

Hon. Secretary
Pn. Noraini Soltan

Hon. Treasurer
Mr. Yen Siew San

Autoliv Hirotako S/B

Delloyd Ind. (M) S/B

Sipro Plastic Industries S/B

Siemens VDO S/B

Committee Member
Mr. Kam Cheong Loong

Committee Member
Tn. Hj Redha Hj Taib

Committee Member
Mr. Theodore Wong

Committee Member
Mr. Harry Sow

Pong Codan Rubber (M) S/B

Seginiaga Rubber Ind. S/B

Sumitomo Elec. Sintered Com. S/B

Auto Parts Manufacturers S/B

Committee Member
En. Mohd Seth Abu Bakar
Profen S/B

Committee Member
Mr. Peter Lim

Committee Member
En. Mohd Reduan
Masasinar Holdings S/B

Committee Member
En. Sulaiman Zainudin
Malaysian Automotive Lighting

United Vehicle Ind. S/B
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Up Close and Personal

Quality Runs Deep
“Quality is never an accident; it is always the result of high intention,
sincere effort, intelligent direction and skillful execution; it represents the
wise choice of many alternatives.” These words by William A. Foster,
embodies the message coming from PROTON Holding’s Director of
Group Procurement, Encik Razif Ahmad. In an exclusive interview
with PVA Tattler, he shared his hopes and aspirations for the vendor
community and a powerful message that shouts for vendors to initiate a
self-evaluation on where they stand in a competitive market.
At the Helm of Group Procurement
En Razif Ahmad was part of the team when Perusahaan Otomobil Nasional
Berhad or PROTON initiated Malaysia’s first national car project in 1983.
Today, he is still part of the national agenda. As the Director of Group
Procurement, he heads a team of 160 plus task force and manages a
group of 260 plus local & multinational vendors for raw materials, engine
components, part components & CKD packages for PROTON.
His appointment in June 2006 was part of the new MD’s vision to
centralize procurement and vendor management to allow proper
monitoring and total evaluation of Quality, Cost & Delivery (QCD). This is
to ensure that PROTON is able to maintain a high level of competitiveness
in the industry.
As the newly appointed Advisor of PVA, he expressed his thoughts on
what it takes to move forward and the true meaning of being a first-tier
vendor - Editor
Past and present agenda
PROTON’s agenda for the vendors have always been how we can do
more for the vendors especially for the local and ‘Bumiputera’ suppliers.
In the beginning, to fulfill this agenda, PROTON had gone to the extent of
getting involved in developing local vendors from ground zero. Although
times have passed with many things changed, we realize that for some
vendors, much had not changed. Especially for the vendors who have
been in the business for more than 20 years, our perception is that they
should have grown in maturity to handle the challenges of this highly
prevailing competitive industry. Unfortunately, some have not evolved
along with the times and worse still, these few continued to plod ahead
despite their lack of business fundamentals, business planning, proper
systems, positive attitude and technological knowledge.
If success is PROTON’s mission, we need to be surrounded by successful
vendors. Where PROTON will end up is crucial to the vendors’ survival.
For PROTON to emerge as a world class car manufacturer, we need
to expand our presence globally. And for this to happen, we need to be
more competitive in order to be a better-accepted brand. PROTON can
no longer afford to play the past role of nurturing and getting involved
in the fundamentals of how vendors should run and manage their businesses and how to get the QCD right. We also want to evolve in our role
in supporting our vendors’ strengths and not their weaknesses.
GP’s Issues and Challenges
Like all major global automotive players, our main challenge today is
how to increase the quality level of our products while bringing down
production costs to enable us to offer the right product at the right price.
The launch of the new sedan will be a testament that we are on the right
track in overcoming this challenge.
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However, there are still persistent problems that are faced
particularly, on downtime and quality issues. At the end of
the day, we have to decide on the best possible solutions
to eliminate these issues. GP is in the midst of vendors’
rationalization and evaluation to finalize the list of deserving
vendors who fulfill the requirements to become PROTON’s
first-tiers. The assessment process will require time. Even
though the new tier system will be based on the previous model,
it will also be relying on the current evaluation system that
includes a performance appraisal covering the capabilities,
advantages and shortcomings of the vendors.
The right Ingredients
What would be the right ingredients required of a good
vendor? A good recipe in my opinion, include the fulfillment of
the basic fundamentals; the 4 M’s of business preparations
and not in the least importance, the QCD. Vendors should

also possess the ability to read trends, have a full spectrum of
understanding of the industry and be updated with the latest
progress in technology. They need to be able to foresee what
is coming in the industry’s future. In this manner, we can all
be better prepared to face future challenges; and be open to
new opportunities and possibilities.
First-tier Vendor Characteristics
There are key elements that we have identified as the
characteristics of a first-tier vendor. They can be defined
in the company’s professionalism, openness, diversity,
implementation of proper corporate governance and especially
in the continuity and consistency of the management team
in maintaining their level of competitiveness in the industry.
The market requires PROTON to be competitive; therefore
we need vendors who can keep up with this requirement. The
first tiers should also have the commitment to develop and
manage the lower tiers. PROTON will be depending on this
group of vendors to play the role that PROTON used to play
when they were developing the vendors. It is going to be a
difficult task to choose but at the end of the day, we will have
to decide what is best for us and for the industry as a whole.
Bear in mind, that the evaluation process is an ongoing
progress, so the lower tiered vendors can become first-tiers
one day and vice versa; depending on whether they can fulfill
the requirements or maintain the standards that are set.
Proton’s expectations
We expect vendors to take the initiative to strengthen their
business fundamentals. They need to grow through the
acquisitions of right knowledge in their respective fields that
will enable the vendors and PROTON to be at the same level of
interaction. Vendors are also needed to act as our partners,
who are at the same level of creativity and wealth of knowledge;
knowledge that can be shared in our efforts to improve and be
better than the competitors. We are also encouraging these
vendors to create more value through the formation of strategic
partnerships and to be updated with all the certifications
available to maintain technology competitiveness.
Towards an Improved Relationship
We hope that we can improve our relationship by working together in building the trust that is sometimes failing between
vendors and PROTON. We urge the vendors to focus on the
positive rather than the negative in order to put things in the
right perspective.
Words to the Wise
To improve is to survive. My message to the vendor community
is to be mindful of where you are today. Understanding your
position and where you stand in the industry will help you make
the necessary decision to ensure survival. As for PROTON,
we know we can bring the company back into shape. For us
to do this, we need vendors to be beside us as they are part
of the recipe to our success. But we do need the ingredients
to be improved, hence our call to the vendor community to
embrace change for the better and improve for the sake of
our livelihood, the business and the industry.
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PVA Features

PVA 13th Annual Dinner & Awards Nights 2006
The PVA 13th Annual Dinner & Awards
Night was celebrated at the grand Putrajaya
International Convention Centre on 21st
December 2006. It was a night of fellowship
and informal socializing among the guests that
formed the underlying mood of the night. More
than 1,200 guests comprising staff of PVA
members, Proton’s management staff, senior
government officials and invited VIPS attended
the function.
Y.B. Dato’ Ahmad Husni bin Mohamad
Hanadzlah, the Deputy Minister of International
Trade and Industry (MITI), was the Guest of
Honour for the occasion. Among the other
VIPs who also attended the event were Y.
Bhg Datuk Azlan Hashim, Chairman of Proton
Holdings Bhd, Y. Bhg Dato’ Syed Zainal Abidin
Syed Mohd Tahir, Managing Director of Proton Holdings Bhd and
Y. Bhg Datuk Aishah Ahmad, President of Malaysia Automotive
Association.
Dr Wan Mohd, PVA President began the ball rolling with his
welcoming speech. In his speech, Dr Wan highlighted the
many areas of concerns of vendors as well as putting forward
recommendations that would benefit the automotive industry in
general. He also urged PVA members to consider consolidation
among members as an option for the industry to move forward.
Y. Bhg Datuk Azlan Hashim and Y.B. Dato’ Ahmad Husni
also delivered their respective speeches, giving appropriate
automotive industry related advices and guidance to the dinner
guests.
The main highlight of the evening was the presentation of awards
by Proton to vendors that were selected by Group Procurement
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Department of Proton as the winners in the
various categories.
Another highlight of the evening was the launch
of PVA website by the Deputy Minister, Y.B.
Dato’ Ahmad Husni. A short video clip of the
operations of the website was shown to the
attendees at the convention centre.
PVA also took the opportunity in the dinner
event to present cheques amounting to
RM5,000 each to two (2) deserving charity
organizations, namely Spastic Children
Association of Selangor and FT as well as
Penjagaan Warga Tua Sri Tanjung as part
of PVA corporate social responsibilities. The
cheques were presented by Dr Wan and
witnessed by the Guest of Honour and the
other VIPs.
The guests were treated to an array of
performance, beginning with the melodious
budding artiste, Ms Irena Barr to the magical
performance of Professor Moydini and topped
with the dynamic Ms Jacklyn Victor, famed for
winning the past Malaysian Idol contest. There
were also many attractive lucky draw prizes
that were won by the guests.
The organizing committee consisting of Mr
Theodore Wong, Mr Harry Sow, Mr Kam
Cheong Loong and Puan Intan as well as
Awards Committee from Proton Group
Procurement and other sub-committees must
be commended for their diligence and untiring
efforts in making the 13th Annual Dinner a
memorable event.
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PVA Happenings
Special General Meeting

Industry Consultation
by SIRIM - Automotive
Industry

A Special General Meeting of Proton Vendors Association,
Malaysia (PVA) was held at Glenmarie Golf & Country Club
on 14th April 2007. The event started at 9.30 a.m. with Pn.
Noraini Soltan welcoming all PVA Committee and Members
to PVA Special General Meeting. She proceeded with a short
briefing on the agenda of the meeting and announced that
the attendance has fulfilled the required quorum enabling the
association to proceed with the event. She then invited the
Chairman of the proceeding, Dr. Wan Mohamed W.E. to start
the Special General Meeting.
Dr. Wan Mohamed started his speech by thanking PVA
Committee Members and PVA members for attending the
Special General Meeting. He also extended his appreciation to
PVA Committee and Members for their unconditional support
bestowed to him during his tenure as the PVA President. The
president then briefed all members on the activities and main
events organized in 2005 and 2006 and highlighted that all
these activities were well organized and went on smoothly
due to strong support and commitment from all Committee
members, members and Proton’s management.
Dr. Wan Mohamed W.E
Committee
WSA Engineering S/B
Members
Dep. President Mr. Tony Leow
Autoliv Hirotako S/B
Vice President Dato’ Noor Azmi Jaafar
Delloyd Ind. (M) S/B
Hon. Secretary Pn. Noraini Soltan
Sipro Plastic Industries S/B
Hon. Treasurer Mr. Yen Siew San
Siemens VDO S/B
President

En. Razif Ahmad

Director of Group Procurement
Left to right : Pn. Noraini Soltan, Dato’ Noor Azmi Jaafar,
Dr. Wan Mohamed W.E, Mr. Tony Leow, Mr. Tan Khay Boon

Dr. Wan Mohamed proceeded with the tabling of the
Proposed Resolution of PVA Constitution Amendments and all
members have unanimously voted to accept the resolutions.
The SGM continued with election of new office bearers for
2007/2008 and announcement by Dr. Wan Mohamed of
the new committee members:-

Mr. Kam Cheong Loong
Pong Codan Rubber (M) S/B
Tn. Hj Redha Hj Taib
Seginiaga Rubber Ind. S/B
Mr. Theodore Wong
Sumitomo Elec. Sintered Com. S/B
Mr. Harry Sow
Auto Parts Manufacturers S/B
Mr. Thomas Lim
Proreka (M) S/B

En. Azalan Omar
Sanden Air-Conditioning (M) S/B
En. Mohd Seth Abu Bakar
Profen S/B
Mr. Peter Lim
United Vehicle Ind. S/B
En. Mohd Reduan
Masasinar Holdings S/B
En. Sulaiman Zainudin
Malaysian Automotive Lighting

Datuk Kamarulzaman Darus
Director of Manufacturing

The newly elected president thanked all members for electing
him again to head Proton Vendors Association for another
year. He also congratulated the newly elected Committee
Members and hope they can work together in undertaking
the responsibilities of PVA committees for the benefit of all
the members. He also requested all members to give full
support to the Committees in executing the Association’s
Activities. Dr. Wan Mohamed then introduced the new PVA
Committee to Proton Management and invited En. Razif
Ahmad PVA Advisor and Y.Bhg Datuk Kamarulzaman Darus,
Proton’s Director to deliver their speeches.
En. Razif Ahmad congratulated the newly appointed PVA
Committee and hoped they can contribute to improve the
Association and its members. He also briefed the members of
Proton’s current approach and advised vendors to adopt best
practices in their own operation. Finally, Datuk Kamarulzaman
started his speech by congratulating the newly appointed
committee members and reminded PVA members that their
employees are very important as they are the ones making the
difference in vendors’ operation. Lastly, he asked all vendors
to strive forward in improving their operation.
by : Noraini Soltan
PVA Honorary Secretary

SIRIM Berhad organized a consultative session with
the major players in the Malaysian automotive industry
on 14 March 2007 at Hotel Sheraton Subang, Subang
Jaya. In the consultative session, PVA was represented
by Dr Wan Mohamed, Dato’ Ir Noor Azmi, Tn Hj Redha
Talib and Mr Thomas Lim.
Dato’ Dr Mohd Ariffin Hj Aton, President & Chief
Executive of SIRIM Berhad chaired the session. Efforts
were made by SIRIM Berhad under the purview of
Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation (MOSTI),
to identify the Malaysian automotive industry needs
in the field of research. As part of the programme
of the session, Pn Wan Zaharah Wan Mohamad,
Senior General Manager, Group Strategic Business
Intelligence Centre of SIRIM Berhad presented her
paper on “Current Issues and Challenges of Automotive
Industry”.
During the Consultation Session, PVA President, Dr
Wan Mohamed expressed in clarity on the issues
faced by the domestic automotive industry and the
recommendations that had been put forward to
resolve the issues. Among the recommendations
was the urgent requirement for SIRIM Berhad to set
up a Malaysian Standards for all automotive parts
and components for vehicles used in Malaysia. In this
manner, local OEM vendors would be able to compete
on level playing field with suppliers of imported parts that
did not have to undergo tests or meet specifications;
and consumers would not be shortchanged into using
“untested” products.
He also commented on some of the issues and
challenges of the automotive industry presented by Dr
Wan Zaharah of SIRIM; and put forth PVA’s views in
hope that MOSTI would take into the plight and woes
of local vendors when formulating or recommending
policies for the Malaysian automotive industry.

Left to right : En. Sulaiman Zainudin, En. Azalan Omar, Tn. Hj Redha Hj Taib, Mr. Yen Siew San, Dato’ Noor Azmi Jaafar, Datuk Kamarulzaman Darus
Dr. Wan Mohamed W.E, En. Razif Ahmad, Mr. Tony Leow, Pn. Noraini Soltan, En. Mohd Seth Abu Bakar, Mr. Kam Cheong Loong,
Mr. Thomas Lim, Mr. Peter Lim, En. Radzi, Mr. Theodore Wong
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Other associations invited for the session were Kelab
Vendor Perodua and Toyota Suppliers Club.
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PVA Happenings
PVA Business Mission Trip to 15th Indonesian
Gaikindo Motor Show, Jakarta
PVA has once again successfully organized a business
mission trip to Jakarta, Indonesia for its members from
July 18-20, 2007 with the objective of exploring further
business opportunities there. 21 vendors took part in the
mission trip which also coincided with the launching of
the Waja and Gen-2 models by Proton at the Indonesian
Gaikindo Motor Show on 19 July 2007.
On arrival at the Hotel Novotel in Jakarta, the delegates
were given a warm welcome by the Organizing Committee
who arrived a day earlier at the hotel. In the same evening,
the visiting delegates were hosted by Kelab Vendor Perodua
(KVP) at a cocktail gathering in the same hotel where the
delegates were provided networking opportunities to meet
some Indonesian vendors as well as Perodua’s staff who
were also there for a convention. Later in the night, some
delegates were spotted patronizing popular eateries in
Jakarta to taste the local fares.
The next day, Corporate Communications of Proton
Holdings Berhad made special arrangements for PVA
delegates to witness the launching of the Waja and Satria
by the President of Indonesia in the Gaikindo Motor Show
at Jakarta Convention Centre. It was truly a joyous and
momentous event for the delegates and the other privileged
few who were present there to witness the successful
launch. Perhaps, this could be a foretaste of many more
new exciting export projects from Proton.
Proton’s Chairman, Y. Bhg. Dato’ Mohamed Azlan bin
Hashim, Managing Director, Y. Bhg Dato’ Syed Zainal
Abidin Syed Mohd Tahir and several members of Proton
management team were also present at the said launch.
After the launching ceremony, PVA delegates continued
with the visit to the rest of the motor show. From the
response of the general public at the motor show, there

seems to be a great potential for the new models offered
by Proton there. We hope this would translate into more
sales and bring continued success to Proton in their
endeavours for their export markets.
In the evening, the PVA delegates treated KVP members
to a sumptuous dinner at a popular Balinese seafood
restaurant in Jakarta to reciprocate the earlier KVP cocktail
function. The delicious spread of authentic Balinese dishes
coupled with the soothing background music provided the
right atmosphere for both PVA and KVP delegates to have
good fellowship with each other.
On the third and last day, PVA delegates visited PT Delloyd
factory which is situated in Cikampek, PT Proton-Tracoma
plant in Cikarang as well as PT Ingress factory in Bekasi.
After the informative factory visits, it was straight to the
airport for departure back to Kuala Lumpur. Some decided
to extend their visit to cover their unfinished business and
some others needed to test the famed “greens” of Jakarta.
All in all, it was a fruitful time there.
The organizers would like to thank Proton’s Corporate
Communications for facilitating the visit to the motor

show as well as the member companies with presence in
Indonesia to accommodate the delegation’s visits to their
operations there.
A trip to Indonesia again next year? “Bisa di atur pak…”

MIDF Talk on Automotive Development Fund (ADF)
Financing Facilities
En Zulkamar Baharom, Senior Manager (Special Business) of Malaysian Industrial Development Finance Berhad (MIDF)
was invited by PVA to conduct a briefing session on the financing facilities that were offered by MIDF to the Proton
Vendor Community on 31 May 2007 at Proton Centre of Excellence Auditorium, Shah Alam. About 200 staffs of vendors
attended the briefing session which was held in conjunction with the May 2007 Monthly Vendor Briefing by Proton.
In the briefing session, En Zulkamar elaborated in detail on the types of financing facilities that were available, the
quantum of finance facilities, the approval processes and qualifying criteria for eligibility. One of the qualifying criteria that
was highlighted was that only members of PVA, KVP and MACPMA were eligible for the financing facilities.
While appreciating En Zulkamar and MIDF for the efforts in briefing Proton vendors on the ADF Financing facilities, Dr
Wan hoped that MIDF could review some of the eligibility criteria especially on the use of the funds and the maximum
quantum so that it would be more meaningful and relevant to the prevailing automotive industry scenario.
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PVA Happenings
NPC Seminar “High Impact
on Public Speaking Skill
The National Productivity Corporation (NPC) organized
and sponsored a seminar entitled “High Impact on Public
Speaking” for PVA members. The seminar that was held in
Proton Auditorium on two Saturdays, i.e. 26 May 2007 and
9 June 2007, was attended by 17 staff of PVA members.
The objectives of the seminar were:
1) To understand important basic knowledge for verbal
communication.
2) To learn the elements and techniques of quality
communication.
3) To instill high confidence level in communication and
report writing
The seminar was conducted by two well-experienced
lecturers from NPC, namely En Dzulkifli Sipon and En Anuar,
who made the seminar interesting for the participants
with their clear examples,
anecdotes and positive
delivery.
PVA would like to thank
NPC and the lecturers for
successfully
conducting
the seminar for the
benefits of PVA members.
Special mention must
also be given to Proton
for allowing PVA to use
their auditorium for the
seminar.

VCA Seminars for PVA
Members
In line with the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)
signed between Vehicle Certification Agency (VCA), United
Kingdom and PVA last year, VCA organized and sponsored
two (2) technical seminars for PVA members. The seminars,
Overview of ISO/TS 16949, Implementation from a
Certification Perspective and Challenges of ISO/TS 16949
Implementation were held on 10 March 2007 and 5 May
2007 respectively at Proton Auditorium.
The events were well received and PVA members were given
a closer insight of the ISO/TS 16949 certification and its
importance. The ISO/TS 16949 certification is a requirement
for all Proton Tier-1 vendors and is recognized globally by all
major car manufacturers.

Evolving towards a Jishuken culture
by: Halim Hamzah, Section Mgr GPVI

“Ke arah budaya Jishuken!”
“YOSH!!”
That was the parting war cry
of Business Partners during
the 1st PROTON Jishuken
Conference on 29th June
2007. It was a huge roar
from the 87 representatives
of the Business Partners who
shouted in unison, agreeing to
the same idea and principle
– a principle which enforces
on making a difference.
In the conference, there were 30 presentations by Business
Partners on their Jishuken activities. PHN Industry Sdn Bhd,
Proreka (M) Sdn Bhd and Usra Industries Sdn Bhd emerged as
Champions of the 1st conference and they were appointed to be
judges for the next Conference.
PROTON plans to host a jishuken conference for every two weeks
until the end of 2007. There would be 13 conferences until the end
of 2007. The participating Business Partners would commence
with 32 vendors, and this would increase to 64 vendors from the
6th Conference on 7th September 2007 onwards.
Jishuken was originally formed by the managers in Toyota in
late 1950s when they thought it was best that departments
tore down barriers and worked together to resolve issues. It
was so successful that it evolved to be a working culture. Today
it has worked its way to the shop floor where each employee is
part of his/her own jishuken group.
A unique aspect is that jishuken groups are not formed based on
ranks i.e. even a CEO can join in a jishuken group of operators.
In this respect, jishuken not only promotes borderless working
environment horizontally (cross departments), it also supports a
borderless vertical structure (ranks and positions).
Similarly, the Top Management of vendors are expected to
present their company’s jishuken projects. The objective is
to reinforce the understanding of gemba and consequently,
enhance the relationships between management and gemba.
The organizers had emphasized clearly that kaizens
that are neither complex nor expensive would
receive higher marks. They are looking for basic
kaizens done by gemba people but having a HUGE
impact.

“When I was training
in Toyota, Masaaki
Imai (the author of
Gemba Kaizen and
founder of Kaizen
Institute) instructed
me to stand on a
platform and observe
the gemba for 3
hours. He taught me
exactly what Taiichi
Ohno taught him. I
realized then and
there how important
it is to observe the
gemba personally”
Taufik Kamaruddin,
Manager, GPVI Proton

For those who are still
outside the loop, Jishuken
in English translates into
Autonomous/Independent
Study Groups. It is a cross
functional team (CFT) type
of activity, similar to ICC but
different from QCC – QCC
requires members from
the same working area only.
Another key difference is
that the cycle is cut into 2
weeks per project where
results would be monitored
continuously until at least
a month. Kaizen on the
other hand is continuous
improvement. In theory, you
conduct jishuken to study
what is the problem, and
you do kaizen to solve the
problem.

line with their own committed Measurable Quality Mottos and
in line with PROTON’s Quality Awareness Drive motto – Reduce
Reject, Increase Accuracy, Improve Quality.
With the introduction of jishuken culture, PROTON aims to work
closer with its Business Partners on the common drive towards
making PROTON products to be more competitive in terms of
quality, cost and delivery. With a strong team spirit coupled with
the enthusiasms shown in the 1st Jishuken Conference, we
can certainly look forward to a brighter and better future for
the Malaysian automotive industry in general and for PROTON in
particular. “YOSH!!”

The jishuken activity is the 3rd activity planned for
the BOM Cost Reduction (BCR) Program. Unlike
Standardized Work and TPM where PROTON GPVI
teams would go to Business Partner’s gemba,
jishuken is left independent. Its relation to BCR is on
the Rejection Percentage Value stated inside the
Quotation Analysis Forms (QAF). The plan is to get
to the stated QAF value first, before reducing the
Rejection Percentage to be lower than QAF value.
Dissimilar to other BCR activity, jishuken comes
with its own campaign – Quality Awareness Drive.
Business Partners are expected to do jishuken in
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PVA Happenings

15th PVA Annual Golf Tournament &
Networking Dinner
The A’Famosa Golf Resort, located in the historical state of
Melaka and famed for its ferocious crocodiles, was chosen as
the venue for the PVA 15th PVA Annual Golf Tournament &
Networking Dinner that was held on 11-12 May 2007.
As this tournament was held away from the Klang Valley, the
organizing committee comprising Mr Harry Sow, Mr Kam Cheong
Loong and Mr Theodore Wong, decided to add in a Networking
Dinner this year in order to make the eve of the tournament
more productive. Somehow, somebody forgot to tell them of
the other available entertaining options at the nearby Country &
Western Entertainment area of the resort…wink!wink!
At the Networking Dinner on 11 May 2007, PVA members
were given the opportunity to meet and interact with the senior
members of Proton as well as other vendors. Unfortunately, due
to the last minute urgent meeting at Putrajaya, the Guest of
Honour, Y. Bhg Dato’ Syed Zainal, Managing Director of Proton
Holdings Berhad, was unable to attend the event. He was,
however, represented by En Razif Ahmad, Director of Proton
Group Procurement who conveyed apologies on behalf of Y. Bhg
Dato’ Syed Zainal. Some issues were raised in the networking
session but due to the confidentiality nature of the information
asked, the questions were unanswered.

something”, the winners of the 1st to 10th prizes and novelty
prizes were not eligible to participate in the 1st round of the lucky
draw. They were only allowed to take part in the final round of the
lucky draw. This enabled all non-winners to go back home happily
with at least a prize in hand. The well-executed golf tournament
coupled with the sunny weather certainly made it a memorable
event for everyone present at the tournament.

After the serious stuff, the organizers cleverly added in a
Karaoke singing session to lighten up the mood again. To kickstart (commonly needed among “shy” Malaysians), Mr Theodore
Wong sportingly took the lead and rendered a popular English
song. Then, more and more people came out to sing their hearts
out to entertain the crowd as well as themselves. At the end of the
night, several hidden singing talents were uncovered especially
from the usually perceived “quiet” guys but unfortunately the
“Malaysian Idol” scouts were not there for them. It was an early
end to the night as the die-hard competitive golfers wanted to be
sharp and ready for the next morning event.
The morning of 12 May 2007 began with a hearty breakfast
for all the participants; and the golfers were ready for the “shot
gun” tee-off at 8:00am. Thus, began the golf tournament and the
unraveling of the ABCDs of golf…Alligators, Buayas, Crocodiles
and Dragons! After more than 4 hours of pounding away in the

On behalf of PVA, the organizing committee members of the
tournament would like to express their thanks to the donors of
the goodies bags, novelty prizes and lucky draw prizes as well
as the volunteers and usherettes headed by Puan Intan for
making the event a success. The continued support is very much
appreciated.

greens, amidst jubilations and disappointments, bragging and
excuses as well as wagers that were won and lost, the game finally
came to an end slightly after mid-day and the players headed for
showers to prepare for lunch and the prize giving ceremony.
During the sumptuous lunch, the moment of truth came with the
release of the golf scores. There were gasps of surprises, heaps
of excuses for poor scores and also some playful murmurs of
alleged under-declaration of handicaps. Then again, aren’t these
common reactions in any golf tournaments nowadays? In the
true golfing spirit, all scores were accepted as bona fide and the
results of the winners were announced without any hitch.
En Sazali Zainol Abidin from Proton Holdings Bhd emerged as
overall champion in this year’s PVA golf tournament. En Zulkifli
Atman from Tracoma Sdn Bhd took 2nd position and En Napi
Abd Latif from Autoreka Sdn Bhd was placed 3rd. There were
also novelty prizes awarded to golfers who were nearest to pin,
nearest to line and had the longest drive. The 2nd Wooden
Spoonist prize was won by Tuan Hj Ahmad Sukrie of Proton
Holdings Bhd. However, the Hole-in-One Prizes of a new Satria
Neo and RM1,888 were not won and left untouched for another
day.
As the spirit of the lucky draw event was “everybody will win
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Special Editorial
See a Need; Fill a Need - Rentwise Sdn Bhd
by: Aien Mokhtar

Colin Whitehead,
Managing Director

Why buy when you can rent? The tagline used by Rentwise
Sdn Bhd, the Malaysian–born productive asset-financing
company sends the message to the market loud and clear
on their business objective: To provide an alternative for
companies to reduce large IT capital expenditures by opting
to rent IT hardware and software rather than commit to
large capital expenses. The current practice by a lot of
Malaysian companies is to go through equipment vendors
in procuring and upgrading their IT requirements, buying
computers over time as and when they require them.
“Many companies are now beginning to see IT assets as a
commodity rather than a pure asset. Rather than upgrading
their obsolete IT assets at huge cost, they have decided to
rent their computers instead, and in the process, convert
large capital expenditures into smaller, more spread out,
operational costs,” said Colin Whitehead, Rentwise’s CEO.
There is definitely a high growth market in the IT rental and
Rentwise have successfully positioned itself in the market
as the solution provider to this growing demand.
Following the lead of American philanthropist and
entrepreneur, Rockefeller, the justification most often
used by Rentwise is to “own that which appreciates
and rent that which depreciates”. This bodes well with
owners of companies and the finance personnel whose
objective is to keep company capital expenditures low
to improve operational expenditures. The fact that
technology development turnaround occurring every 18
months and both hardware and software can become
outdated or obsolete in a short span of 3 years, constant
upgrading of IT infrastructure will require a huge budget.
Recommendations will be given to clients after studying
the clients’ requirements and environments to provide
affordable solution and adequate IT infrastructure suited
to the client’s budget and needs. Appropriately called “split
hardware infrastructure”, the solution offered is focusing
on the IT requirements of the job function and not just the
latest in technology.
Leanne Ooi, who is also Rentwise’s Sales Director, founded
the business in 2001. Previously operating under the
platform of Second User Sdn Bhd. they started as an IT
asset management company by procuring excess and
outmoded PCs and reconditioning them for resale. Today,
they have evolved into an IT asset financing company, which
makes up for 90% of their business.
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Although asset financing is a relatively
new territory for Malaysian market,
the team of management at Rentwise
saw the potential and seized the
opportunity to travel the road less
traveled. It was a calculated risk worth
taken. They exceeded expectations
on revenue projection for 2006,
which was modestly projected at
RM12 mil in the beginning of the year
and achieved revenue of RM14 mil
by December 2006. The success
in 2006 had influenced the team
in becoming more optimistic in the
business potential, confident in their
market positioning and marketing
strategies and forecasted an increase
of 50%+ in revenue for 2007.
Their clients constitute of 80% Enterprise size and 20%
SMEs. List of existing clients include major players in the
property development, property tourism, shared services,
medical and financial industry to name a few such as Sunway
Group, Sime Darby, Hong Leong Industries, IGB MISC and
PanGlobal Insurance. Besides developing the business for the
local market, they are also looking at expanding the business
to open up their market share in Singapore and Europe.

Rentwise Sdn. Bhd. has come a long way since 2001 and
has become a force to be reckoned with in the IT hardware
rental/leasing community in Malaysia. Armed with the right
strategies and action plan which was then put in motion by a
team of dynamic individuals, they have proven that one of the
recipe for success is the ability to see a need and filling it.
For more information, you may contact them at www.rentwise.
com or telephone number 03–2282 7521.

Case study - 12 months IT project implementation
IT PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION
MONTHS
1-3

4-6

7-9

10 - 12

TOTAL
3,000

BUY NEW
Quantity
Price

500

1,000

1,000

500

RM2,900

RM2,900

RM2,900

RM2,900

Total purchase

1,450,000

2,900,000

2,900,000

1,450,000

RM8,700,000

Residual value @ 5%

RM72,500

RM145,000

RM145,000

RM72,000

RM435,000

Cost of funds @ 5%
Total IT cost

RM217,500

RM435,000

RM435,000

RM217,500

RM1,305,000

RM1,595,000

RM3,190,000

RM3,190,000

RM1,595,000

RM9,570,000

RENT FROM RENTWISE
Quantity perntium 1.7 GHz

350 (at RM59 each)

700 (at RM56 each)

700 (at RM54 each)

350 (at RM52 each)

2,100

Quantity pentium 1.8GHz

150 (at RM62 each)

300 (at RM59 each)

300 (at RM57 each)

150 (at RM55 each)

900

RM1,078,200

RM2,048,400

RM1,976,400

RM952,200

RM6,055,200

RM73,399

RM138,473

RM132,923

RM63,686

RM408,481

Total IT cost

RM1,151,599

RM2,186,873

RM2,109,323

RM1,015,886

RM6,463,681

Savings gap

27.8%

31.4%

33.9%

36.3%

32.5%

Total rental
Cost of funds @ 5%
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PVA Spotlight
Proreka – Innovation & Passion in Motion
by: Joshua Rayan

From refreshing the looks of lamps and lightings, improving
the ergonomics of floor consoles to the restyling of whole
vehicles with car body kits, Proreka has been actively
involved in supporting localization and vehicle enhancement
programmes of car manufacturers and distributors.

Signing by PM on Proreka’s model car at the SMIDEX 2007 Show

Left to right : Thomas Lim, Yong Nam Yun and Tunku Dato’ Seri Mahmud

Often the idea of business innovation is quickly associated
with foreign manufacturers and vendors. Local Malaysian
companies on the other hand, are deemed to have mindsets
that lack passion and creativity; constantly seeking strong
patronages to ensure survival.

cohesive teamwork and close comradeship of the three
top management members of Proreka help to chart the
company’s destiny and often act as an example for the rest of
the company’s staff.

Debunking these myths and wrong perceptions are the
success stories of our very own homegrown companies,
proving that local companies have also the ability to not only
survive but also thrive in the ever competitive automotive
market conditions. Among those who have managed to
successfully press forward in such harsh environment is
Proreka (M) Sdn. Bhd, a 100% Malaysian owned entity that
is involved in the supply and manufacture of OEM automotive
parts and components.
Within 7 years of establishment since 2000, what started
out as a prototype building and supplier of small plastic
automotive parts, has emerged as a hub for innovative ideas
where the designs of tomorrow’s car models are conceived
and restyled. Driven by the entrepreneurial spirit to move up
the supply value chain as well as the passion to continuously
deliver innovative and quality products to customers, Proreka
has successfully positioned itself to be a creative vendor with
professional in-house product design capabilities and a global
sourcing network.
Over the years, the company’s customer base has grown
from the initial national car manufacturer, Proton and Mazda
to encompass other major car brands like Ford, Naza, Toyota,
Perodua, Hyundai, Inokom and Fuso among others in this
region.
Leading the helm of the company is Y.M. Tunku Dato’ Seri
Mahmud bin Tunku Besar Burhanuddin, Executive Chairman
of Proreka, who has many years of experience in both the
government and corporate sectors. Y.M. Tunku Mahmud
is supported by his fellow founders of the company, Mr.
Yong Nam Yun, the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the
company and Mr. Thomas Lim, the Executive Director. The
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Talent Management
In Proreka, priority is given to building leaders from its internal
pool of human resource especially for those who have unique
competencies required of a trustworthy OEM vendor. The
company also grooms local talents that are readily available
in the country and expose them to the latest technologies of
its global strategic alliances.

“We want people who are not only talented but also have the
passion and commitment in their work. In the pursuit for
excellence, we will continue to invest in our human capital,
tapping internal resources and the pipeline of local talents
that are readily available”, said Executive Chairman, Y.M.
Dato’ Seri Tunku Mahmud during the interview with PVA
Tattler recently.
“Our in-house talents have given us the edge to transform
the company into a total solutions provider. Today, we have
the capability to undertake automotive projects, from design
concept including whole vehicle styling deliberations to
prototype and model building, right up to the mass production
of parts and components”, Tunku Mahmud added.
In echoing the Executive Chairman’s views, Mr. Yong Nam Yun,
Proreka’s CEO commented, “We will continue to endeavour
in developing local people into world-class players; exposing
them regularly to automotive best practices throughout the
world. We want to share knowledge with them so that they
can also stand out in the challenging global market. The only
requirement is that they must have the will and drive to break
away from self-imposed barriers.”
The Road to Innovation
Proreka’s competency in automotive styling has been wellreceived by popular marques in the country and region.

“The challenges faced by Proreka in the journey to its current
status are similar to those faced by many other small and
medium size entities. It was indeed tough going at first
especially in overcoming prejudices and mind-sets. However,
the desire to rise above competition in light of growing external
pressures from the liberalization of Malaysian automotive
sector has driven the company to shift gears and move into
areas that are seldom ventured,” explained Thomas Lim.
Besides human capital, Proreka also believe in investing in the
right tools to equip the people. An example is the investment
by Proreka on its IT software like IBM CATIA version 4 and 5 as
well as equipment like layout machine and digitizing scanner.
These investments have enabled them to further enhance
their overall design and engineering capabilities, combining
talent and technology to realize the machines of tomorrow.
“The major breakthrough was the decision to set-up an inhouse design team and a fully-equipped design centre within
the factory. This was the step that paved the way for new
possibilities. The challenge, however, was putting together the
design team – to develop the core competence and expertise
to bring Proreka to the next level of achievements”, Tunku
Mahmud added.
Buoyed by early successes, the company is always on the
lookout for new business innovations and technologies
with the objective of bringing more updates to the local
automotive industry.
In the recent years, Proreka has further strengthen its
products base by acquiring the cubic coating license from
Cubic Co Ltd Japan, making it one of the only two (2) authorized
cubic coating license holders in Malaysia. The company
also set up a new Fiber Reinforced Plastic (FRP) factory in
Sungai Buloh under a joint venture arrangement with Tech
Art Co, Japan to produce OEM car body kits that are lighter
but sturdier with improvements on drag coefficient and fuel
consumption.
“We have come far, but we are not slowing down as we pursue
our vision to be a top manufacturing company in Malaysia by
the year 2020. The goal ultimately is to be a world-class player,
contributing positively towards the country’s development in

the automotive sector”, Tunku Mahmud elaborated further.
Commitment to Quality and Kaizen Activities
Apart from technology and the relentless drive for innovation,
Proreka also places strong emphasis on its quality
management systems (QMS). The company was awarded
the ISO/TS16949:2002 in 2005 by TUV Hessen and the
certification has been renewed annually ever since. To
reiterate its stand on quality, the company recently launched
its latest quality campaign entitled “Trusted Quality: Our
Passion, Our Responsibility”.
In order to attain higher operational efficiency and productivity,
the company is actively involved in the “Jishuken” conferences
organized by Proton as well as initiating in-house ICC / Kaizen
activities for its staff. Proreka’s staff are encouraged to
come out with new ideas especially those related with VA/VE
activities so that the company and its customers can mutually
benefit from the initiatives.
“Building human capital, cultivating a creative and innovative
culture, a passion for excellence, a hands-on management
approach; all of these have empowered Proreka to excel.
Ideas can come from anyone and anywhere; and we want
to further fine-tune that spirit till it becomes an intrinsic part
of our culture; till it becomes embedded into the corporate
psyche,” concluded Thomas Lim
Proreka proves what we have always known – that local
companies do possess the passion and innovative capabilities
to thrive even in the most difficult market environment. We
only need to find the means to harness these qualities for
our competitive advantage. One does not need to look far for
creativity; the ability flourishes right in our own domain.
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Sidetrack

Bill Gates’ 11 Things You Did Not
and Will Not Learn in School
There are so many bogus emails that make
the circle of friends forwarding them to
other friends, that sometimes when I get one
attributed to a famous person, there’s no way
of knowing if its from the famous person
or not.

The one I want to share is attributed to Bill
Gates who may have actually made this address
to a high school audience – but if not, it is still
loaded with a bit of realism that is not often
understood when we leave school and head off
into the workplace.
Please do not consider this as preaching but
more of opening eyes to the possibilities and
realities that exist – mostly Gates’ 11 Rules
are aimed at work ethic and attitude. Some
of them sound a bit judgmental and you are
free to ignore that. That aside, there is
some wisdom here that could accelerate
your career and mine.
- Dale Wolf

Rule 1: Life is not fair — get used to
it!
More important is how we handle ourselves
when life is unfair. Do we let unfairness change
our fundamental beliefs in treating others
around us with fairness?

Rule 2: The world won’t care
about your self-esteem. The world
will expect you to accomplish
something BEFORE you feel good
about yourself.
Whenever we let our own arrogance win
out over putting others first, we will come
in last.

Rule 3: You will NOT make
$60,000 a year right out of
high school. You won’t be a
vice-president with a car
phone until you earn both.
The world is full of people who have
been successful right out of high
school or college, but generally
speaking the business world pays
for experience. The faster you learn
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to get the right answer. This doesn’t bear the
slightest resemblance to ANYTHING in real
Rule 4: If you think your teacher is tough, wait life.
The point here is that business is cruel. You make a profit
till you get a boss.
and accumulate experience that translates into better
decision-making skills, the faster you will attain the spoils.

The teachers who demand the most from their students
do the best job of preparing us for successful careers.
Now, I can look back fondly on the teachers who did the
best job of molding me (plus my parents).

or go out of business. You contribute to that profit or you
don’t stay employed. There is a win-loss record and it needs
to be pushed to the limits.

Get past the preachiness here. The important thing is to
make every opportunity into a learning experience … and
those entry level jobs that are beneath you and do not take
advantage of your academic training and intelligence are
posts you must pass through with excitement instead of
boredom.

Christmas and just a two-week vacation. My daughters just
went through this with every bit as much shock as I did.
There are no time-outs when building a career. I don’t know
any successful business person who works just a 40-hour
work week. Plus you never really leave school … constant
learning now occurs on top of the 50-60 hours you put in at
work … learning your craft, learning how to deal with people,
how to collaborate, how to use ever-changing technology.
It does not stop and it is not divided into semesters. In a
future post, I will share with you more about the project
I am now working on … where I have averaged 15 hour
work days for three-weeks running and two more
weeks to go until project launch.
It’s just reality.

Rule 9: Life is not divided into semesters. You
Rule 5: Flipping burgers is not beneath your don’t get summers off and very few employers
dignity. Your Grandparents had a different are interested in helping you FIND YOURSELF.
word for burger flipping — they called it Do that on your own time.
I still remember the shock of not getting a month off for
opportunity.

Rule 6: If you mess up, it’s not your parents
fault, so don’t whine about your mistakes…
learn from them.
Again a bit preachy! But when you mess up … please, please,
please accept responsibility, learn from it and move on.
One of the greatest lessons in my life came when my CEO
at the time called me on the carpet for blaming others. I
got the wake up call! You will learn more from mistakes
than victories.

Rule 7: Before you were born, your parents
weren’t as boring as they are now. They got
that way from paying your bills, cleaning your
clothes and listening to you talk about how
cool you thought you were. So before you save
the rain forest from the parasites of your
parent’s generation, try delousing the closet
in your own room.
Okay, now we got really preachy. Before you get mad,
consider what you can learn even when someone’s yelling
at you to clean out the closet. I can tell from the comments
many of you are making in this blog that you have lofty
“save the rain forest” visions … don’t lose these cause the
world will trample on them fast enough. Along the way, pay
homage to your parents who paved the way for you with
years of toil.

Rule 10: Television is
NOT real life. In real life
people actually have to
leave the coffee shop
and go to work at jobs.
A bit condescending. What can
you learn from it?

Rule 11: Be nice to nerds.
Chances are you’ll end
up working for
one.
Is this why they
call
it
the
“revenge
of
the
nerds?”

Rule 8: Your school may have done away with
winners and losers, but life HAS NOT. In some
schools they have abolished failing grades and
they’ll give you as MANY TIMES as you want Source: http://www.marcomblog.com/2005/03/05
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